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Shropshire Council and its Partners are a signatory to the West Midlands Adult Safeguarding
Policy and Procedures. Everything within this document relates to that overarching Policy and
Guidance. The Keeping Adults Safe in Shropshire Board supports the principles of Making
Safeguarding Personal and implements a person centred, outcome focussed approach to
Safeguarding Adults.
The following six statutory principles underpin all adult safeguarding work (see fig 1).
Fig 1.
• Empowerment – People being supported and encouraged to make their own decisions and
informed consent.
“I am asked what I want as the outcomes from the safeguarding process and these directly inform what
happens.”
• Prevention – It is better to take action before harm occurs.
“I receive clear and simple information about what abuse is, how to recognise the signs and what I can do
to seek help.”
• Proportionality – The least intrusive response appropriate to the risk presented.
“I am sure that the professionals will work in my interest, as I see them and they will only get involved as
much as needed.”
• Protection – Support and representation for those in greatest need.
“I get help and support to report abuse and neglect. I get help so that I am able to take part in the
safeguarding process to the extent to which I want.”
• Partnership – Local solutions through services working with their communities. Communities
have a part to play in preventing, detecting and reporting neglect and abuse.
“I know that staff treat any personal and sensitive information in confidence, only sharing what is helpful
and necessary. I am confident that professionals will work together and with me to get the best result for
me.”
• Accountability – Accountability and transparency in delivering safeguarding.
“I understand the role of everyone involved in my life and so do they.”

Raising a Safeguarding Concern
If you have identified an adult with care and supports needs who is experiencing abuse or neglect
or at risk of abuse or neglect, your first priority is with them, to make them safe (including reporting
to the Police if immediate action is required). There are some circumstances that will not require
reporting to the local authority as a safeguarding concern including:
The impact on the person is low and you are satisfied that the abuse will not continue and
you have taken action (Accountability and Proportionality).
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If you are not raising a concern, it is advisable for you to make a record of the rationale for your
decision and what action you have taken on the form provided in appendix 4 (Accountability).
If you employ someone (or have a volunteer) who has harmed an adult with care and care and
support needs or poses a risk of abuse or neglect (current or historic) and you are likely to be
using your disciplinary policy, you must raise a safeguarding concern. The local authority has a
responsibility to retain oversight on how position of trust matters are dealt with (Partnership and
Accountability).
If you identify a historic concern you must consider:
is there a potential current risk of harm to the adult or other adults? Where there is a current
or potential risk posed by people working in a professional capacity with adults with care
and support needs, you must raise a safeguarding concern.
does it require criminal or other enquiry through a parallel process (e.g. complaints,
inquests, regulatory, commissioning, health and safety investigations)?
In cases where an adult has died or suffered serious abuse or neglect and the cause is not clear,
safeguarding concern should be raised. In some circumstances, it will be appropriate to call the
Police.
In cases where an adult has died or suffered serious abuse or neglect, and where there is concern
that agencies should have worked more effectively to safeguard the adult, there is a statutory
requirement for the Safeguarding Adults Board to undertake a Safeguarding Adults Review under
section 44 of the Care Act. Please refer Safeguarding Adult Review Policy and Procedure for more
information.
If you are not sure whether to raise a safeguarding concern, please ring FPoC for advice.
To raise a concern (see appendix 3) you must telephone Shropshire Council’s First Point of
Contact Team (FPoC) on 0345 678 9021. Their opening hours are Monday to Thursday, 9am to
5pm, and Friday 9am to 4pm. In urgent circumstances outside these hours, please phone the
Emergency Social Work Duty Team on 0345 678 9040.
The form for reporting a safeguarding concern will usually be completed by FPoC. Although it is
possible to complete an on-line form, the most important thing is for us to get the right information
as quickly as possible in order to understand the impact of the alleged abuse or neglect and take
proportionate action. You will need to keep a record of the information you have provided for
example, you may want to fill in the safeguarding concern form and refer to it. You must be
prepared to be answer questions including:
whether the adult knows about the concern
the signs of abuse or neglect and why you think it is on-going
what impact it is having on the person
what you have done to reduce the risk to the person
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Concern Decision Making (part 1 – FPoC)
If FPoC receive a Safeguarding Concern that is not about abuse, they will ensure the information
is sent to the team that needs to know the information, if relevant.
As a result of their discussion with you, if FPoC discover that alleged abuse or neglect has been
appropriately dealt with, they will close the concern down with guidance from a qualified
safeguarding worker and explain why they have made that decision. If you have spoken to others
about your concern, you will be asked to let them know what has happened.
Should FPoC believe that abuse is ongoing or there is a risk of abuse or neglect to the person or
others, the Safeguarding Concern will be passed to the Safeguarding Team for them to coordinate
the decision about what happens next.

Lateral Checks (information gathering)
If the concern is passed to the Safeguarding Team, lateral checks (information gathering) and
information sharing then takes place led by the Senior Safeguarding Practitioner. This may include
talking to the adult affected or the person who poses a risk to them.
The information gathered will form part of the safeguarding record. Only information that can be
disclosed will be added to that record.

Concern decision making (part 2 – Shropshire Council Adult Safeguarding Team)
All of the 3 boxes below must be ticked for a Safeguarding Concern to progress to a statutory s42
enquiry
The adult has care and support needs
The adult is experiencing or at risk of experiencing abuse or neglect
As a result of their care and support needs they are unable to
protect themselves against abuse or neglect or the risk of it
Dealing with historic allegations of abuse or where the adult is no longer at risk.
Remember: The duty to make enquiry under the Care Act 2014 relates to abuse or neglect, or risk
of abuse or neglect that is current. Concerns relating to historic abuse or neglect where the person
is no longer at risk will not be the subject of a s42 enquiry but may be re-directed to another form
of enquiry or assessment to address wellbeing and/or safeguarding issues.
Likewise, where a safeguarding concern is received for an adult who has died, the same
considerations will apply and a s42 enquiry will only be made where there is a clear belief that
other identifiable adults are experiencing, or are at risk of, abuse or neglect.
The local authority can choose to undertake or cause others to undertake an “other” safeguarding
enquiries if it deems it necessary and proportionate to do so. There are circumstances where the
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local authority would choose to undertake an enquiry when it didn’t have a duty to do so. Most
commonly this will be when:
there is no ongoing abuse or risk of abuse because the person is no longer in that
situation but there is a need to understand what happened and consider the well-being
and protection of others. A recent example of this is when someone died and we have
not known how but abuse or neglect was a possibility.
there have been significant allegations of neglect and the person is not returning to the
environment but there is a need to understand what happened and consider the wellbeing and protection of others.
when the person doesn’t have care and support needs but the risks relating to the abuse
are so great we would want to intervene to safeguard the person.
“Other” enquiries will be caused when:
It is line with an organisation’s responsibility.
It fits with the wider well-being and prevention agenda.

Planning a Section 42 or “Other” Enquiry
When a Safeguarding Concern is progressing to a s42 or “other” enquiry, the local authority
Safeguarding Team will put together an initial enquiry plan and will include:
Confirming who is undertaking what aspect of the Enquiry
Considering what information or evidence is required to establish the facts and who is the
best person to undertake those actions
Ensuring the person/people undertaking the Enquiry understand what is required of them
and that they confirm acceptance (or not) of the task in writing
When there is disagreement about accepting the responsibility for undertaking an Enquiry, the
reasons must be clearly stated in writing. The Care Act Guidance (September 2016) states
“Where a local authority or partner requests co-operation from each other in relation to a particular
individual case, the local authority or relevant partner must co-operate as requested, unless doing
so would be incompatible with their own duties or have an adverse effect on the exercise of their
functions (15.26)”.
Disagreements should NEVER compromise the organisation o r in d ividu a l’s re sponsibility to
take action to safeguard a person.
Every effort should be made to resolve the disagreement at the earliest opportunity. In the
exceptional case where agreement cannot be reached, the Independent Chair of the Keeping
Adults Safe in Shropshire Board may need to be asked to arbitrate.
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Undertaking Section 42 or “Other” Enquiries
The local authority can ask any agency to undertake an Enquiry on its behalf. An enquiry can
range from a conversation with the adult affected to a Multi-Disciplinary Meeting including the
person and/or their advocate. Any enquiry or intervention must be proportionate to the risk posed
by the abuse. Please refer to the Keeping Adults Safe in Shropshire Board Risk Guidance
document for more information. More than one option may be selected and some examples of the
form enquires may take are identified below:
Conversation with the person
Low level meeting with the person and one or two others
Enquiries to be made in a registered setting, examining records etc.
Visiting more than one setting to confirm all details are accurate
Multi-disciplinary meeting
Conversation with the person who may be the source of risk to a person
The Adult Safeguarding Team in Shropshire will be expected to undertake the majority of
enquiries when the local authority are the most appropriate organisation to do so. Other
organisations likely to be asked to undertake s42 enquiries are:
Care homes
Health organisations
Domiciliary Care providers
A voluntary organisation
People 2 People incl. Community Mental Health and Integrated Community Services (this
will be the exception rather than the rule)
A relevant employer
Housing providers
Whilst the timescale for the completion of the Enquiry is driven by the needs of the adult affected
by the abuse, anyone asked to undertake a section 42 or “other” enquiry will be asked to confirm
the outside date the Enquiry is expected to be completed by. If the date changes, the Adult
Safeguarding Team will need to be notified.
Writing a Section 42 o r “Ot h e r” Enquiry Report
This should address the actions taken, the people involved, evidence seen and witnesses
interviewed (with attachments), visits made. The level and risk of harm will be identified through
risk assessment. The person’s wishes should be paramount and the Enquiry should endeavour to
meet their expected outcomes. An advocate will be involved if the person has substantial difficulty
engaging with the process and there is no-one appropriate to support them. This will be arranged
by the Adult Safeguarding Team.
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Other assessments such as Care Act or Mental Capacity assessments will be carried out as
necessary. The report (appendix 5) should cover:
The facts
The adult’s views and wishes
The needs of the adult for protection, support and how they will be met
Protection plan in accordance with the wishes of the adult
What follow-up action will be taken with regard to the person or organisation responsible for
the abuse or neglect
How the adult wants to achieve resolution and recovery and redress
How the professionals involved want the adult to achieve resolution and recovery and
redress
Any additional safeguarding actions required or recommended
Whoever has written the Enquiry Report, should email it when complete, to:
s42enquiry@shropshire.gov.uk

S42 or “Other” Enquiry Evaluation (Adult Safeguarding Team only)
To be completed by Senior Safeguarding Practitioner

Only the local authority (or health organisations operating under formal delegation) can determine
if further action is required following a s42 or “other” Enquiry. If this is the case, a Safeguarding
Plan must be established and confirmed by the local authority.
On receipt of the Enquiry Report it should be uploaded with all supporting documents, to
CareStore.
This form should only be marked as complete once the Senior Safeguarding Practitioner is
confident the Enquiry Report meets the requirements as set out in the enquiry plan and the
objectives of an enquiry as laid out in the CareAct Guidance has been met.
Those conducting enquiries should expect to give a copy to the adult with care and support needs
in the approprite format for the individual. Options to be considered could include:
a written copy of the report
the report in picture form
a recording of the report being read out
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The Safeguarding Plan
A safeguarding plan is only required when ongoing risk of abuse or neglect has been identified
and it has not been possible to safeguarding the person solely as a result of undertaking the
Enquiry. It should include:
what steps are to be taken to assure their safety in the future
the provision of any support, treatment or therapy including on-going advocacy
any modifications needed in the way services are provided (e.g. same gender care or
placement)
appointment of a court appointed Deputy
how best to support the adult through any action they take to seek justice or redress
any on-going risk management strategy as appropriate
any action to be taken in relation to the person or organisation that has caused harm and
a review date
A Safeguarding Plan should only be closed when everyone is happy the adult is no longer at risk
of abuse or neglect.
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Appendix 1
WEST MIDLANDS ADULT SAFEGUARDING PROCEDURES – OVERVIEW

SAFEGUARDING CONCERN

Safeguarding
Concern

➢ Identification of abuse or
neglect.
➢ Immediate safety needs
are met.
➢ Concern is referred into
the local Adult
Safeguarding process.

I get help and support to
report abuse or neglect.

Concern
Decision-Making

➢ Check actions taken to
address immediate risks.
➢ Checks made & additional
information gathered.
➢ Provision of Information &
Advice.
➢ Decision made whether
Care Act s42 Duty of
Enquiry triggered.

SAFEGUARDING ENQUIRY

Safeguarding
Enquiry

SAFEGUARDING PLAN

I get clear & simple information
about what abuse is, how to
recognise the signs and what I can
do to seek help.

I am asked my opinion if
people around me think I
am at risk.

➢ Gain views, consent &
desired outcomes of adult.
➢ Duty to refer to advocate if
required (Care Act s68)
➢ Gather & share information.
➢ Agree what enquiries are
needed & who will do this.
➢ Risk assess & plan interim
safeguarding plan.
➢ Make enquiries or cause
them to be made.
➢ Identify what actions should
be taken in the adults case.
➢ The enquiries made and
actions taken are lawful &
proportionate.

Safeguarding Plan

➢ Plan is person-centred &
outcome-focussed.
➢ Plan is proportionate & least
restrictive.
➢ Timescales for review &
monitoring of plan are
agreed.
➢ All involved are clear about
their roles & responsibilities.

I am given the
information
I need; in the way
that I need it.

People ask what
I want to happen and
things move at a pace I
am happy with.

I know that
professionals treat my personal
& sensitive information in
confidence, only sharing what is
helpful and necessary.

Wherever it is safe to do so,
I am spoken to and am able to discuss
what information about me is shared,
who with, and why.

The people I want
are involved.

I am asked what
I want as the outcomes
from the safeguarding
process and these directly
inform what happens.
People listen to
me & explain things to
me in a way I can
understand.

I understand the reasons
when decisions are made
that I don’t agree with.

People & services
understand me – recognise
and respect what I can do,
and what I need
help with.

I am given all the support
I need to help me to make my own
decisions where I can.

I get the help I need
by those best placed to give it.

I can live the life I
want and I am
supported to manage
the risks I choose to
take.
The help I receive makes
my situation better.

I feel safe and in
control.

© WMPP EDITORIAL GROUP
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Appendix 2

CONCERN:

CONCERN:

CONCERN:

Active disclosure made by
adult or third party

Suspicion or concern that
something is not right

Evidence of possible
abuse or neglect.

[TARGET TIMESCALE- Same Day]

RESPONDING & REPORTING

CONCERN:
Abusive act is witnessed

URGENT ACTIONS TAKEN TO SAFEGUARD ANYONE AT
IMMEDIATE RISK OF HARM
Referral made to
Children’s
Services if a child
is identified at
being at risk of
harm

The person alerted to the concern takes any immediate actions required
(e.g. arranging medical attention, early referral to Police as appropriate)

REPORTING OF CONCERN:

[Applicable at all
stages of the
Safeguarding Process]

Concerns reported into the local Adult Safeguarding process

CONCERN DECISION-MAKING

[TARGET-Immediate risk assessment/actions within 48 hrs]

See Planning & Undertaking Enquiries diagram

[TARGET-Initial risk assessment/safeguarding plan within 5 days]

Monitor & Review Plan

(See Local Guidance for referral pathways and how to make a referral)

[Timescales as per individual plan]

SAFEGUARDING PLAN

SAFEGUARDING ENQUIRY [s42 DUTY]

SAFEGUARDING CONCERN

WEST MIDLANDS ADULT SAFEGUARDING PROCEDURES – DETAILED FLOWCHART

INFORMATION GATHERING / LATERAL CHECKS:
- Check actions have been taken to address immediate safety needs- e.g. medical attention, Police.
- Checks made with referrer, internal information sources and partner agencies to provide additional
background information.
- Contact made with person/s referred (unless doing so would place the person/s referred or others at
further risk of harm, or contaminate evidence).

CONCERN DECISION-MAKING:
Concern is screened to establish if the adult(a) has needs for care & support
(b) is experiencing, or is at risk of, abuse or neglect,
(c) as a result of those needs is unable to protect himself or herself against the abuse or neglect or the risk of it.

Yes

Consider what other
advice / action or
information is still needed.

No

PLANNING-

ENQUIRIES-

EVALUATE & PROTECT-

- Gain views, consent & desired
outcomes of adult.
- Duty to refer to advocate if required
(CA2014 s68).
- Gather and share information
(report criminal activity to Police,
service quality issues to CQC and
Commissioners as appropriate)
- Agree what enquiries needed and
who will do this.
- Risk assess & plan interim
safeguarding plan / safety measures
while enquiries are undertaken.

- Make enquiries or cause them to
be madee.g. Focussed assmt of vulnerability
& risk, Care Act s9 Needs
assessment, mental capacity
assessments, criminal investigation,
complaints investigation, internal
Provider investigation.
- Enquiry could range from a
conversation with the individual to a
much more formal multi-agency
arrangement.

- Evaluate outcomes of enquiries
with the adult, and involved others.
- Review desired outcomes and
what action the adult wishes to be
taken.
- Identify ongoing risks, specifically
risk of harm through abuse/neglect
- Evaluate if Local Authority must
undertake needs assessment
despite refusal [CA2014 s11(2)(b)]
- Feedback to relevant people.
- Identify what actions should
be taken in an adults case.

Conclusion of Safeguarding Adults Enquiry

Safeguarding Plan required

Safeguarding Plan not required
Consider what other advice / action or
information is still needed.

Safeguarding Plan
Review
identifies
issues that
require
further
enquiry

Continue/
revise Plan

-

Plan is person-centred & outcome focussed.
Plan is proportionate & least restrictive.
Timescales for review & monitoring of plan are agreed.
Lead professional responsible for monitor & review of plan agreed.
All involved are clear about their roles and actions.

Review of Safeguarding Plan
Evaluate effectiveness of the Safeguarding Plan, of
outcomes achieved, and levels of current/ongoing risk
© WMPP EDITORIAL GROUP
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Appendix 3
Care Act Safeguarding Adult Concern Form

Form Details
Form Start Date:

Worker Name:

Person Details
Name:

CareFirst ID:

DoB / EDD:

Gender:

Address:

Tel No:

Concern Part 1
Date received in First Point of Contact:

Name of person raising the concern:

Address and telephone number:
Relationship to the adult:

Name of organisation: (if concern raised by a professional)

Details of any other members of the household including children:

Information about the primary care needs of the adult:
Category:
Primary Support Reason:

Funding authority if relevant:
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Ethnic Origin:
Category:
Religion:
Category:
Sexuality:
Communication needs of the person to include all reasonable attempts to support their
decision making e.g. interpreter or other communication aids, requirements or support:

Concern Part 2
Is the Adult aware the concern is raised?
If no, why not? (the adult should always be aware unless it increases the risk to them or
others)
Has the adult consented to the concern being raised?

If no, reason:

Describe potential abuse or neglect (in the persons own words if possible)
Date occurred:
Describe the signs of abuse or neglect:

Explain why this is on-going or why they are at risk of abuse or neglect:
When did the potential abuse or neglect occur
What impact is this having on ability to be independent:
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What impact is this having on physical and / or emotional wellbeing:
Comment on duration, frequency and extent of the alleged abuse or neglect:
What does the adult want done about this situation (if they lack capacity their
representative should be asked)
Are there any witnesses - if so give contact details:
Is there any potential risk to anyone visiting the adult:
Does the adult have anyone who normally supports them with decision making:
Will the person have substantial difficulty participating in this process but has no one
appropriate to help them?
Are there any issues gaining access to the person:

Concern Part 3
Which risk area does this fall into:

Where did the potential abuse or neglect take place:
Record organisation, where appropriate:
Name and Address if known, of person allegedly causing harm, include aliases
Age and Date of Birth:
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Gender: (drop down options)
What is their relationship to the adult: (drop down options)
Do they play a caring role: (drop down options)
If Yes, are they the adults main carer: (drop down options)
Do they live with the adult:
Are there any other people at risk from the person allegedly causing harm:
Additional Sources of Risk:
What action have you taken to safeguard the person:
If none, why not?
Have emergency services been contacted: (drop down options)
What is the crime number if a report has been made to the police:
Is a child (under 18) at risk?
Have children's services been informed if a child (under 18) is at risk:
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Appendix 4
Provider Record for Alternative Actions to Raising a Safeguarding Concern
If you have identified an adult with care and supports needs who is experiencing abuse or neglect
or at risk of abuse or neglect, your first priority is with them, to make them safe. If you are happy
that the abuse will not continue, there is no need to raise a safeguarding concern with the local
authority but you may want to record your rationale for this and explain how you have dealt with
the situation.
Summarise your discussion with the adult and/or their representative about what has happened to
them

Explain what you have done to make the adult safe (including care plan and risk management
changes if relevant)?

Explain why you think the abuse will not continue?

For historic issues that requires an alternative response (e.g. criminal investigation, complaints,
inquests, regulatory action, commissioning, health and safety investigations), please explain what
action you have taken below.
Who have you contacted (include their contact details), why and what your expectations are of
them?

What information has been discussed with the adult and/or their representative?

What support does the adult and/or their representative want to achieve recovery and/or redress?
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Appendix 5
Enquiry Report Template
November 2016

Name of person:

I.D. no:

Name of author:

Organisation:

Section 42 enquiry / Other enquiry (please delete where appropriate)

Establish the facts (include who you have spoken to, what information has been considered, what you believe
to have happened. Clear differences of opinion should also be recorded):
Type here
The needs of the adult for protection, support and how this will be met in accordance with the wishes of the
adult:
Type here
What follow up action will be taken with source of risk or organisation responsible for Abuse or Neglect:
Type here
How the adult wants to achieve resolution, recovery and redress:
Type here
How the enquirer wants the adult to achieve resolution, recovery and redress (if different from what the adult
wants, explain how this will be managed):
Type here
Any additional safeguarding action required or recommended:
Type here
What is the enquirer's view of the risk assessment now? (none, low, medium, high)
Type here
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